INDUSTRY BEST

4+3

WARRANTY
4 YEARS FULL + 3 YEARS PRO RATA

Energy
Saving Throat *
Stainless Steel
Components

Geared for all pools
The most technically advanced pool cleaner of its
type in the world. Designed and developed with the
benefit of over 35 years’ experience.
*when used with Variable Speed pump on low speed; reduces energy consumption.

Patented Self Adjusting
Turbine Vanes
•
•
•

Maximise power from water flow.
Allows operation at low flow with
energy saving throat insert in place.
Self-adjusting folding vanes allow
passage of large debris, virtually
eliminates clogging.

Easy & quick to install, ideal for
all pool surfaces and shapes
Features:
Patented Steering System
SwimKleen ATV has a unique, patented steering system that
enables it to clean pools of all shapes and sizes. The left
wheel is set to reverse at intervals, turning the unit in different
directions so it doesn’t get stuck in corners.

Robust Tyre Treads
SwimKleen ATV has patented tyre treads that ensure excellent
climbing ability and the manoeuvrability to handle any obstacle,
making it ideal for all pool shapes and surfaces. Special tyres
are available for tiled pools.

Patented Adjustable Skirts
The patented adjustable skirts have rollers that permit Swim
Kleen ATV to maintain optimal suction, even when faced with
the most difficult obstacles.

Stainless Steel Wheel Bearings
Non corrosive, stainless steel ball bearings, minimises friction in
wheels which improves torque to increase suction power.

Energy Saving Throat Insert
When using a variable speed pool pump, use the cleaner’s small
throat insert to allow it to operate at the pumps low speed/
flow, resulting in lower energy use and reduced running costs.
Instructions are in the user manual.

Easy to Install
SwimKleen ATV can be up and running in just a few minutes by
following the easy instructions. Everything you need is in the
box – no tools or additional components are required.
4+3 Warranty
SwimKleen ATV comes with a 4+3 warranty (4 years full and 3
years pro rata)
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